Eco-system of GST Suvidha Providers

GSTN has on-boarded 70 GSP basis a selection process that involved evaluating their financial ability and IT capability to deliver the necessary services to tax payers for becoming GST compliant in the new GST regime. Businesses may avail of the services of the GSP as per their need.

Offline Tools Provided on the Portal

1. Returns Offline Tool
2. Tran 1 Offline Tool
3. Tran-2 Offline Tool
4. ITC-01 Offline Tool
5. ITC-03 Offline Tool
6. ITC-04 Offline Tool
7. GSTR-3B Offline Tool
8. GSTR-4 Offline Tool
9. GSTR-6 Offline Tool with Amendments
10. GSTR-7 Offline Utility
11. GSTR 8 Offline Tool
12. GSTR-9 Offline Tool
13. GSTR-9A Offline Tool
14. GSTR-9C Offline Tool
15. GSTR-10 Offline Tool
16. GSTR-11 Offline Tool
17. GST ARA-01 Application for Advance Ruling

Accounting Software Solutions

GSTN has partnered with some Billing and Accounting software vendors for providing free software to the small taxpayers or businesses with annual turnover less than Rs 1.5 Cr, in a financial year. This facility is made available to the active Normal taxpayers, SEZ Developers/SEZ Units and taxpayers who have opted for composition scheme under the GST regime.

After multiple evaluations of 43 entries, the GSTN has fixated on these eight software providers to enable the plan:

- Adeaquare Info Private Limited (UBOOKS)
- Focus Softnet Private Limited (FOCUS LYTE)
- Marg ERP Limited (MARG GST pro)
- Relyon Softech Limited (SARAL ACCOUNTS)
- Seshasai Business Forms Private Limited (GENIEBOOKS)
- Zoho Corporation Private Limited (ZOHO Books)
- Cygnet Infotech Private Limited (Cygnet FACE)
- IRIS Business Services Limited (IRIS Vyapari)

The products offer a basic version free of cost that assists the businesses in GST compliance.

The total downloads of all the software combined reported till date is more than 95,000.